it would be difficult, or impossible, to find a literary figure from the iberian peninsula who would better represent hispanic (portuguese and spanish) letters. . . . he has, in addition, i believe, the unique distinction of belonging almost equally to spain, on the account of his place in the history of s panish theater.1 long before parker, Marcelino Menéndez pelayo also maintained that Gil Vicente belongs to "la grande y universal literatura hispánica, dentro de la cual son meros accidentes las divisiones políticas y aun las diferencias dialectales,"2 reminding critics that "[n]o colocándose en este punto de vista, es imposible entender a autores como Gil Vicente, cuya obra protestará eternamente contra el separatismo de una crítica infecunda."3 in the same vein, John lihani has also explained that Gil Vicente's early works, especially his Auto pastoril castellano, were clearly influenced by lucas fernández and Juan del encina.4 for my part, i would add that Gil Vicente's themes and motifs are closely related not only to the theater of Juan del encina and lucas fernán-dez, but also to the broader cultural, intellectual, and religious issues of 1 horace parker, "Gil Vicente: a study in peninsular drama," Hispania 36 (1953) 15th-and 16th-century spain. in a comparative study on Gil Vicente and Juan del encina, i have argued that the portuguese dramatist developed a philosophical and religious discourse that was diametrically opposed to the one adopted by the salmantine author.5 as i intend to demonstrate in this essay, Gil Vicente's religious works are imbued with a deep sense of transcendence, a transcendence that characterizes medieval and renaissance neoplatonic and christian ideas on the soul, the Good, and the one (= God). as ernst cassirer has stated, "The neo-platonic system is dominated by the platonic idea of transcendence, i.e., by the absolute opposition between the intelligible and the sensible."6 among the numerous definitions given of transcendence by philosophers and theologians, i consider lucas siorvanes's to be one of the most appropriate for the present study, because this definition can help us understand the cultural, moral, and religious environment of Gil Vicente's age, as well as his works themselves. according to siorvanes, neo-platonic transcendence has at least two senses. To transcend meant to walk from one place to another (metabasis), or to rise above (hypairein). for proclus (and porphyry) our soul ascends through every level of being. The last step is ambiguous and poignant: the psyche wishing "to be attached to that which is ineffable and beyond all being" (synapteshai tôi arrêtôi kai pantôn epekeina tôn ontôn) "terminates its ascent in the principle of beings" (aniousa teleutêsêi tên tôn ontôn archên).7
